
A STOPGAP FACEMASK PATTERN: Triple layer washable facemask to make at home.   
 
For one face mask, you will need 
 
1 rectangle tight woven cotton fabric (e.g. quilter’s percale) 7.5” (19cm) wide x 13.5” (34.5cm) long 
2, lengths soft 3mm width elastic for the ear loops  18cm for women, 19cm for men 
Middle layer: 1 rectangle 7 ” (18cm) x 7.5” (19cm) thin lightweight non-woven non-iron 
interfacing to place between the fabric layers.  
Sewing machine, thread.  Embroidery foot, zipper foot.  
Optional: 4 ½” (11 cm) fine craft or copper wire, or florist wire. (This is handy for those who wear 
glasses to stop them from steaming up as it allows molding the mask to fit under the spectacles). 
Optional ties: 2, 15”(38cm) chin  and 2, 20” (50cm) head lengths of ¼” bias tape, instead of 
elastic. 
 

1. Use pattern to cut your rectangle of fabric on the fold, wrong 
sides together and press. Open out.  Insert interfacing.  
 
2. If using wire, lay it just below the fold line on the 

interfacing/wrong side of the fabric and centre it. Sew in place 
using a zigzag stitch. Do some satin stitch to cover each end of 
the wire. This is easiest if you use an embroidery foot. 
 

3. Fold the fabric back wrong sides together again, and using the 
embroidery or zipper foot, enclose the wire with a straight stitch.  The side with the wire 
becomes the back of the mask.  

4. Pleats: With back of mask uppermost, use the pattern and transfer the solid and dotted 
lines to the back. Use a pencil so you can see them. Fold up both/all layers of the pleats as 
per pattern sheet.  Stitch down on both sides.  

 
 



5. Stitch elastic ear loops as shown attaching at the X on one side and       on the other as 
marked on the pattern sheet.  If ties are required, attach at these points also. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Zig zag or overlock all the raw edges together, keeping the elastic out of the way, and trim 
away threads. Turn face mask over to show the front.  

 
These face masks are washable. Dry all day in direct sunlight. Ironing may also be beneficial for 
killing microorganisms. If you wish to boil these or dry in the hot cycle of the dryer, ties should be 
used instead of elastic. Helps keep your hands off your face! May help to protect yourself and 
others.  
This is not a surgical grade facemask. 



 


